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Everybody want to see their biggest dreams endure the test of time and last for all eternity. 

When  Shah Jahan built his most ambitious project, the magnificent Taj  Mahal, he did 

everything to make  to last forever . We are sure that you never want to see your dream 

projects go down in tough fights with time-succumbing to heat, rain or earthquake. Many a 

research has been taking place across the globe to create highly enduring steel bars that 

can withstand the test of time.

Tempcore technology developed by Centre de Recherches Metallurigiques (C R M) Belgium 

proved a huge leap in the technological innovations on TMT steel bars. Minar Ispat Pvt.Ltd, 

the f lagsh ip company of the renowned Minar Group br ings to you CRM Belg ium 

technology’s most exciting power secret!

EXPLORE THE UNSEEN SECRET OF TECHNOLOGY



When you think of an incredibly enduring and long lasting dream project, think 

Tempcore! A world class quality Trademark Certification by Centre de Recherches 

Metallurgiques (C R M ), Belgium. That is the ultimate! Anything else would be definitely 

something less!  Tempcore technology employs a metal lurgical process that 

assimilates heat treatment and self tempering stages to a single process. The system 

of assimilation is exclusive to the technology of CRM and has been proved to impart 

superior metal strengthening and durability qualities to the TMT Steel Bars. CRM 

Belgium confers MINAR with Tempcore trade mark license,  thus making it an exclusive 

and unique TMT steel manufacturer in India.

Tempcore steel bars are thrice fortified by  a concealed secret of three layers that enable it to 
withstand any challenge of the natural forces.  Tempcore Technology, developed by CRM (Centre 
for Metallurgy), Belgium proved a huge leap in the technological innovations on TMT steel bars, 
imparting incredible strength, longevity and endurance to all dream construction projects.

ANYTHING ELSE WOULD BE SOMETHING LESS!
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ONLINE COMPUTER CONTROLLED TMT SYSTEM

Minar  Ispat  implements most advanced technological resources for 
the manufactur ing process of  Tempcore steel bars . We have a 
computer controlled TMT system, operated online. Entry temperature 
of the rebar to QST system is recorded through inlet pyrometer. The  
temper ing temperature i s predetermined based on the water 
temperature and entr y temperature . The requi red water f low 
calculation is done in the Program Logic  Controller (PLC). The PLC will 
control the motorized valve and allow only the calculated  value  of  
water  flow to QST system.    The implementation of state-of-the-art 
technology ensures perfection in result.

Size (mm) Min

8 0.367

10 0.574

12 0.844

16 1.501

20 2.396

25 3.735

* Typical Values for 90% of heats
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MINAR TMT WEIGHT IN KG/M

Normal Max Min Normal Max

0.395 0.423 0.370 0.380 0.400

0.617 0.66 0.585 0.600 0.620

0.888 0.932 0.850 0.870 0.890

1.58 1.659 1.520 1.550 1.590

2.47 2.544 2.400 2.420 2.550

3.85 3.965 3.750 3.800 3.970

IS 1786:2008 WEIGHT IN KG/M  

PROPERTY

YIELD STRENGTH (YS)

TENSILE STRENGTH (UTS)

UTS/YS

ELONGATION

500 min

565 min

1.10 min

16 min

520 min

585 min

1.12 min

18 min

Unit

N/mm

N/mm

Ratio

%

2

2

IS:1786
Fe 500D

Minar TMT
TEMPCORE 500D*

ELEMENT
CARBON

CARBON EQUIVALENT (C+Mn/6)
SULPHUR

PHOSPHORUS
SULPHUR & PHOSPHORUS

MANGANESE
SILICON

Unit
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

0.250 max
0.420 max
0.040 max
0.040 max
0.075 max

******
******

0.230 max
0.390 max
0.035 max
0.035 max
0.065 max
0.900 max
0.300 max

IS: 1786
Fe 500D

Minar TMT
TEMPCORE 500D*

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MINAR TMT TEMPCORE

MASS/METRE OF TMT BARS

380

UTM MACHINE

QUALITY MEASURING INSTRUMENT



BEHIND THE TEMPCORE PROCESS
The TEMPCORE Process has been developed in the early seventies by C.R.M., Belgium in order to manufacture high yield strength weldable concrete reinforcing bars from 
mild steel. It consists in subjecting the hot rolled steel to an in-line heat treatment in 3 successive stages
Stage 1

As soon as it leaves the final mill stand, the product is rapidly and energetically cooled through a short cooling installation, where it undergo surface hardening (martensite 
layer).
Stage2

As soon as this quenching operation is stopped, the surface layer is Tempered by using the residual heat left in the CORE of the bar (self tempering of the martensite layer) ; 
hence the name Tempcore.
Stage 3

The third stage takes place while the product lies on the cooling bed where the bar is subjected to normal cooling down to ambient temperature (transformation of the 
residual austenite in the core.)

THE TEMPCORE 
SUPREMACY

Tempcore outclasses all other TMT steel bars by its 
supreme quality that make it the world’s favourite 
choice.

Lowers Steel Consumption
International Quality Steel product at local affordable prices
High weldability and ductility
High yield strength with high elongation
High thermal stability

Ease of availability
Better corrosion resistance
Higher Grades easily available  Fe 500D, 
Better resistance of fatigue
Higher bond strength
Higher resistance to strain aging
Availability of International grades
Ease of use leading to less construction time
Most suited for seismic zones as nearly 60% of India falls in 
high seismic hazard category

FINAL MILL STILL STAND
TMT BOX

COOLING BED





THE SECRET OF
LONG LASTING HAPPINESS

To endure your dreams for generations, choose MINAR TMT  
Tempcore Steel Bars.  The world class quality, strength and end                     
urance, will ensure that your happiness will last really  long. The 
power of MINAR TMT TEMPCORE Steel Bars to resist earthquake 
and other natural forces will bestow a happy life not just for you but  
yourfuture generaions too.

When you choose MINAR TMT TEMPCORE Steel Bars, you are 
joining the great movement of strengthening the nation with the 
power of steel.




